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SUMMARY

The growing interest in performing accurate and automatic large vocabulary conversational speech recognition (LVC
made the SWITCHBOARD (SWB) corpus [1] one of the most important benchmarks in recent times. Analysis of c
recognition performance on SWB reveals two significant issues — monosyllabic words dominate the overall error ra
the transcriptions for monosyllabic words (and compound-word phrases) are frequently erroneous [2]. It is clear
achieve better acoustic modeling, the quality of the transcriptions needs to be improved. The high speech r
spontaneous conversations; the variation in pronunciations due to different speaking styles, dialect and conte
coarticulation and a vocabulary dominated by monosyllabic words pose unique challenges to accurate transcript
hence effective training of acoustic models.

Segmentation of conversational speech into relatively short phrases enhances transcription accuracy, helps in red
computational requirements for training and testing each utterance, and simplifies the language model (LM) app
during recognition. Traditional techniques for automatic segmentation rely on energy levels, phone-level recognition e
However, these introduce unnatural breakpoints in the utterances, thus decreasing the effectiveness of the LM. Lingu
motivated segmentation [4] often results in extremely short phrases that do not provide sufficient acoustic context. W
to balance this trade-off by resegmenting the automatic segmentations and ensuring ample context for both acou
language modeling applications.

We have developed a Tcl-Tk based platform-independent graphical-interface tool that assists in performi
resegmentation at less than 10x real-time. This primarily involves splitting or merging segments into utterances buffer
approximately 0.5 seconds of silence on either side, keeping the typical utterance duration under 10 seconds; and c
any transcription errors. As a further check, the resegmented data is used to generate automatic word-alignments, w
then reviewed using the segmenter (at less than 5x real-time). We have observed less than 10% error in the autom
alignments, and this is rectified during the review process.

We believe that resegmentation of the database is an important step in improving overall recognition performance
evident from our resegmentation work on a dev-test set that resulted in an over 2% absolute reduction in WER [2]. W
already released this resegmented dev set in the public domain [5]. Resegmentation of the entire corpus is expec
complete soon, and we anticipate a significant gain in performance by the conference time. Our final paper will co
detailed analysis of the effect of resegmentation and the resulting modalities in WER.
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